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Dear Mr/Mrs Sir/Madam

Thank you for taking the time to contact us regarding our products.

We thoroughly check all of our ingredients including any processing aids and 
enzymes, to ensure that they are vegetarian. The only product that we produce 
that is not suitable for vegetarians has been fortified with omega 3 derived 
from fish and is clearly labelled as 'not suitable for vegetarians'.
We follow all relevant legislation and the Food Standards Agency's guidance on 
labelling products as suitable for vegetarian.
Flour naturally has enzymes present and so does yeast. Sometimes we add 
additional amounts of enzymes to balance out those in the flour, as this gives a
more controlled and consistent dough. Any enzymes we use are suitable for 
vegetarians.
Alcohol is present in very small amounts during the process but is driven off 
when the bread is baked.  The possible sources of the alcohol are as a result of
yeast fermentation and residual amounts in the vinegar used in some recipes.  
The vinegar is derived from sugar beet molasses.

If you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours sincerely,

Disclaimer

This communication is confidential and intended solely for the use of the 
individuals to whom it is addressed.
Any views or opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily 
represent those of Allied Bakeries - a division of ABF Grain Products Ltd. If 
you are not the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this 
communication in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or 
copying of the contents is strictly prohibited.

If you have received this communication in error, please notify Allied Bakeries 
Service Desk on Freephone 0800  374684 or reply to 
mail_admin@alliedbakeries.co.uk

Allied Bakeries - a division of ABF Grain Products Limited. Registered in 
England No. 79590.
Registered Office: Weston Centre, 10 Grosvenor Street, London W1K 4QY
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